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London Concrete Limited 

Bardon Hall 

Copt Oak Road 

Markfield 

Leicestershire 

LE67 9PJ 

 Olu Sokoya 

Senior Environmental Protection Officer 

 

01895837361 

olu.sokoya@southbucks.gov.uk 

 

28th June 2018 

 

EP Permit ref: EPA34 

Variation ref: EPA34/18/VAR 

  

Variation Notice 
 

Chiltern & South Bucks District Councils 

The Environmental Permitting (England & Wales) Regulations 2016, Regulation 20  

PG NOTE: PG3/01[12] – BLENDING, PACKING, LOADING AND USE OF CEMENT 

Location: London Concrete Limited, Summerleaze Quarry, Denham Road, Bucks UB9 4EH 

 

To: The Directors, London Concrete Limited, Copt Oak Road, Markfield., Leicestershire LE67 9PJ (Company 

Registration: 03403869) 

 

Chiltern & South Bucks District Councils (“the Council”), in the exercise of the powers conferred upon it by 

regulation 20 of the Environmental Permitting (England & Wales) Regulations 20161  (“the 2016 

Regulations”) hereby gives you notice as follows- 

 

The Council has decided to vary the conditions of permit reference EPA 34 granted under regulation 13(1) 

of the 2016 Regulations in respect of the operation of the installation at London Concrete Limited, 

Summerleaze Quarry, Denham Road, Bucks UB9 4EH. This is required periodically i.e. every 6-8years to 

ensure permits are up to date and conditions fit for purpose. 

 

The variation of the conditions of the permit and the date[s] on which they are to take effect are specified in 

Schedule 1 to this notice. There is no fee applicable for this variation.  

 

 

                    Date…28.6.18……………………………….. 

Environmental Health Manager 

(An authorised officer of the Council)  

                                                 

 

 

http://www.chiltern.gov.uk/
http://www.southbucks.gov.uk/
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Schedule 1 
 

 

Variation to the conditions of the  permit 

 

Date(s) on which the variation is to take place 

 

 

Permit varied in line with Defra recommendations 

on permit reviews and in keeping with updates in 

the process guidance PG6/46 (11) to ensure 

permit conditions are relevant and fit-for-

purpose.   

 

 

Friday, 6th July 2018 

 

Conditions 1-37 of EPA34 replaced  with 

Conditions 1 – 19 of EPA34/18/VAR and 

supporting documents appendices 1 & 2 

 

 

 

 

Friday, 6th July 2018 

 

 

 

Signed on behalf of Chiltern & South Bucks District Councils 

 

 
…………………………………                                                            Date……28.6.18……………………………….. 

Environmental Health Manager 

An authorised officer of the Council  
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EP Permit ref: EPA34 

Variation ref: EPA34/18/VAR 

 

Guidance for operators receiving a Variation Notice 

(This guidance does not form part of the Variation Notice, but it is for the guidance of those served with the 

notice.)  Further guidance can be found in the PPC General Guidance Manual. 

Dealing with a Variation Notice 

This notice varies the terms of the permit specified in the Notice by amending or deleting certain existing 

conditions and/or adding new conditions. The Schedules attached to the notice explain which conditions 

have been amended, added or deleted and the dates on which these have effect.  

The Council may have included a ‘consolidated permit’, which takes into account these and previous 

variations.  Where a consolidated permit is not included this variation notice must be read in conjunction 

with your permit document.  

Offences  

Failure to comply with a Variation Notice is an offence under regulation 38(2) of the 2016 Regulations. A 

person guilty of an offence under this regulation could be liable to (i) a fine of up to £50,000 or 

imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or both; or (ii) to an unlimited fine or imprisonment for a 

term not exceeding 5 years or both, depending on whether the matter is dealt with in the Magistrates or 

Crown Court. 

Appeals 

Under regulation 31 and Schedule 6 of the 2016 Regulations operators have the right of appeal against the 

conditions attached to their permit by a variation notice. The right to appeal does not apply in 

circumstances where the notice implements a direction of the Secretary of State/Welsh Ministers given 

under regulations 61 or 62 or a direction when determining an appeal. 

Appeals against a Variation Notice do not have the effect of suspending the operation of the Notice. 

Appeals do not have the effect of suspending permit conditions, or any of the mentioned notices.   

Notice of appeal against a Variation Notice must be given within two months of the date of the variation 

notification, which is the subject matter or the appeal. The Secretary of State/Welsh Ministers may in a 

particular case allow notice of appeal to be given after the expiry of this period, but would only do so in the 

most compelling circumstances. 

How to appeal 

There are no forms or charges for appealing. However, for an appeal to be valid, appellants (the 

person/operator making the appeal) are legally required to provide the Secretary of State or Welsh Minister 

with the following (see paragraphs 2(1) and (2) of Schedule 6 of the 2016 Regulations): 

  written notice of the appeal  

 a statement of the grounds of appeal; 

 a copy of any relevant application; 

 a copy of any relevant environmental permit; 

 a copy of any relevant correspondence between the appellant and the regulator; 

 a copy of any decision or notice which is the subject matter of the appeal; and 

 a statement indicating whether the appellant wishes the appeal to be in the form of a hearing or 

dealt with by way of written representations. 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/industrial/las-regulations/guidance/
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Appellants should state whether any of the information enclosed with the appeal has been the subject of a 

successful application for confidentiality under regulation 48 of the 2016 Regulations, and provide relevant 

details – see below. Unless such information is provided all documents submitted will be open to 

inspection.  

Where to send your appeal documents 

Appeals should be despatched on the day they are dated, and addressed to: 

The Planning Inspectorate  

Environment Team, Major and Specialist Casework  

Room 4/04 Kite Wing 

Temple Quay House  

2 The Square 

Temple Quay 

Bristol BS1 6PN 

If an appeal is made, the main parties will be kept informed about the next steps, and will also normally be 

provided with additional copies of each other's representations. 

To withdraw an appeal – which may be done at any time - the appellant must notify the Planning 

Inspectorate in writing and copy the notification to the local authority who must in turn notify anyone with 

an interest in the appeal. 

Costs 

The operator and local authority will normally be expected to pay their own expenses during an appeal.  

Where a hearing or inquiry is held as part of the appeal process, by virtue of paragraph 5(6) of Schedule 6, 

either the appellant or the authority can apply for costs.  Applications for costs are normally heard towards 

the end of the proceedings and will only be allowed if the party claiming them can show that the other side 

behaved unreasonably and put them to unnecessary expense. There is no provision for costs to be awarded 

where appeals are dealt with by written representatives. 

Confidentiality  

An operator may request certain information to remain confidential, i.e. not be placed on the public 

register.  The operator must request the exclusion from the public register of confidential information at the 

time of supply of the information requested by this notice or any other notice. The operator should provide 

clear justification for each item wishing to be kept from the register. The onus is on the operator to provide 

a clear justification for each item to be kept from the register. It will not simply be sufficient to say that the 

process is a trade secret.  
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EPA34/18/VAR 

 

Local Air Pollution Prevention and Control [LAPPC] 
 

 
 

PART B    P E R M I T 
 

SBDC Ref No.:    EPA34 

New SBDC Ref No: EPA34/18/VAR 

Guidance :- PG Note 3/01/ (12) 
 

Issued by: 

CHILTERN & SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT COUNCILS 

Incorporating the updated 4 Yearly Review for LA-IPPC (January 2018) 

Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 

Pollution Prevention and Control (England & Wales) Regulations 2000 

Part 2 of schedule 3 of the PPC Regulations, SI 2000/1973 

Environmental Permitting (England & Wales) Regulations 2016 
 

 

Date first permitted – 12
th

 January 2009, Permit last Reviewed – April 2009.  Permit varied – 28th 

June  2018 
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CHILTERN & SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT COUNCILS 

 

POLLUTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL ACT 1999 

Local Air Pollution Prevention and Control (LAPPC) 

Environmental Permitting (England & Wales) Regulations 2016 

 

Permit to Operate a Scheduled Installation 

 

Blending, packing, loading, unloading and use of cement – PG 3/01(12). 

 

Name & address of person authorised to operate the installation (“the Operator”) 

 

London Concrete Limited                                                                                             PG Note: 3/01[12] 

Bardon Hall 

Copt Oak Road 

Markfield 

Leicestershire 

LE67 9PJ 

 

Company Reg: 03403869 

 

Address of permitted installation 

 

London Concrete Limited 

Summerleaze Quarry 

Denham Road 

Buckinghamshire 

UB9 4EH 

 

Contact(s): (1) Mr Douglas Antingham   (Site Mgr: Mr Tony Leng)  

 

The installation boundary is as shown on the attached map (edged in RED on plan EPA34/18/VAR/P1) 

attached to the permit  

 

Description of Scheduled Installation 

Bulk cement and Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag (GGBS) are delivered to the site by pressurised tankers 

and stored in silos. Pre-weighted aggregate, sand, cement, PFA and water are transferred to a mixer from 

storage as required. The blending process is undertaken within a fully contained building and powered 

materials are transferred to vehicles by a fully enclosed system. Following mixing, the final product is 

transferred to vehicles in a loading area via a rubber sock. Displaced air is extracted to a bag filter.  

 

 

London Concrete Limited, Summerleaze Quarry, Denham Road Bucks UB9 4EH, are hereby permitted to 

carry on a WET bulk cement batching operations as described above, subject to the conditions outlined 

overleaf, within the operational boundary of the attached site plan EPA34/18/VAR/P1. 
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Conditions 
 

Emissions and monitoring 

 

1. No visible particulate matter shall be emitted beyond the installation boundary. 

 

2. The emission requirements and methods and frequency of monitoring set out in Table 1 shall be complied 

with. Sampling shall be representative. 

 

Any monitoring display required for compliance with the permit shall be visible to operating staff at all times. 

Corrective action shall be taken immediately if any periodic monitoring result exceeds a limit in Table 1, or if 

there is a malfunction or breakdown of any equipment which might increase emissions. Monitoring shall be 

undertaken or repeated as soon as possible thereafter and a brief record shall be kept of the main actions taken. 

 

3. All plant and equipment capable of causing, or preventing, emissions and all monitoring devices shall be 

calibrated and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. *Records shall be kept of such 

maintenance and made available on request by the Regulator at any time.* 

 

Silos where used 

 

4. Bulk cement shall only be stored within the bulk cement silos. 

 

5. Dust emissions from loading or unloading road tankers shall be minimised by back venting to a delivery tanker 

fitted with an on-board truck mounted relief valve and filtration system and by connecting transfer lines first to 

the delivery inlet point and then to the tanker discharge point, and by ensuring delivery is at a rate which does 

not pressurise the silo. 

 

6. Silos and bulk containers of dusty materials shall not be overfilled and there shall be an overfilling alarm. 

 

7. When loading silos which were new after June 2004, deliveries must automatically stop where overfilling or 

over-pressurisation is identified. 

 

8. Displaced air from pneumatic transfer shall pass through abatement plant prior to emission to air. 

 

Aggregates delivery and storage 

 

9. Dusty materials (including dusty wastes) shall only be stored in waste bays marked in RED as detailed on the 

plan attached to this permit and shall be subject to management techniques to minimise dust emissions. 

 

Belt conveying 

 

10. All dusty materials, including wastes, shall be conveyed using powdered cements enclosed screw conveyors 

un-covered due to material being generally dampened. All transfer points shall be fitted with either ‘socks’ or 

enclosed on 3 sides. 

 

Loading, unloading and transport 

 

11. No potentially dusty materials (including wastes) or finished products shall arrive on or leave the site other 

than by use of powdered tanks, truck mixers and tippers. All vehicles to be sheeted where appropriate. 
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Roadways and transportation 

 

12. All areas where there is regular movement of vehicles shall have a consolidated surface capable of being 

cleaned, and these surfaces shall be kept clean and in good repair. Quarry haul roads are excluded from this 

provision. 

 

13. Vehicles shall not track material from the site onto the highway. 

 

Techniques to control fugitive emissions 

 

14. The fabric of process buildings shall be maintained so as to minimise visible dust emissions.  

 

Records and training 

 

15. Written or computer records of all tests and monitoring shall be kept by the operator for at least 2 years. 

They, and a copy of all manufacturers‟ instructions referred to in this permit, shall be made available for 

examination by the Council, within 24hrs of a request being made. *Records shall be kept of operator inspections, 

including those for visible emissions.* 

 

16. Staff at all levels shall receive the necessary training and instruction to enable them to comply with the 

conditions of this permit. Records shall be kept of relevant training undertaken. 

 

Best available techniques 

 

17. The best available techniques shall be used to prevent or, where that is not practicable, reduce emissions from 

the installation in relation to any aspect of the operation of the installation which is not regulated by any other 

condition of this permit. 

 

18. If the operator proposes to make a change in operation of the installation, he must, at least 14 days before 

making the change, notify the regulator in writing. The notification must contain a description of the proposed 

change in operation. It is not necessary to make such a notification if an application to vary this permit has been 

made and the application contains a description of the proposed change. In this condition „change in operation‟ 

means a change in the nature or functioning, or an extension, of the installation, which may have consequences 

for the environment. 

 

19. The operator shall develop, maintain and demonstrate compliance with an Environmental Management 

System (EMS) compliant with ISO 14001. Evidence of this shall be provided to the Regulator at each inspection. 

  The conditions of this permit shall be complied with forthwith. 

Signed on behalf of Chiltern & South Bucks District Councils 

 

                           Date: 28
th

 June 2018 

Senior Environmental Protection Officer 

(An authorised officer of the Council & person to who documents should be sent) 

 

Signed on behalf of Chiltern & South Bucks District Councils 

 

.                                                          Date…28th June 2018 

Environmental Health Manager 

(An authorised officer of the Council) 
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Right to Appeal 

 

You have the right of appeal against this permit within 6 months of the date of the decision. The Council can tell you 

how to appeal [or supply details with the permit].  

 

You will normally be expected to pay your own expenses during an appeal. You will be liable for prosecution if you fail 

to comply with the conditions of this permit 

 

If found guilty, the maximum penalty for each offence if prosecuted in a Magistrates Court is £50,000 and/or 6 months 

imprisonment. In a Crown Court it is an unlimited fine and/or 5 years imprisonment.  

 

Our enforcement of your permit will be in accordance with the Regulators‟ Compliance Code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendices attached 

Appendix 1 – Table 1 – Emission limits, Monitoring and related provisions 

Appendix 2 – Site map & location reference – EPA34/18/VAR/P1 
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Appendix 1 – Table 1 – Emission limits, Monitoring and related provisions 

TABLE 1 – EMISSION LIMITS, MONITORING AND RELATED PROVISIONS 

 Substance Source Emission limits/provisions Types of monitoring Monitoring frequency 

 Particulate Matter (PM10) Whole Process No visible airborne emission to cross 
the site boundary where harm or 

nuisance may be caused 

Operator observations At least daily 

Silo inlets and outlets (for silos new 
since 1

st
 July 2004) 

Designed to emit less than 10mg/m
3
 Operator observations At time of delivery 

Silo inlets and outlets No visible emission 

Arrestment equipment, or any point 
where dust contaminated air is 
extracted from the process to 
atmosphere, with exhaust flow 

>300m
3
/min. (other than silo arrestment 

plant) 

50mg/m
3
 Recorded indicative monitoring Continuous 

*Isokinetic sampling At least once to demonstrate 
compliance, then as necessary to 
provide a reference for the 
continuous indicative monitor 

Arrestment equipment, or any point 
where dust contaminated air is 
extracted from the process to 
atmosphere, with exhaust flow 

>100m
3
/min. (other than silo arrestment 

plant) 

No visible emission 
Arrestment equipment should be 

provided with a design guarantee that 
the equipment can meet 50mg/m

3
 

Indicative monitoring to 
demonstrate that the 

arrestment equipment is 
functioning correctly 

Continuous 

Arrestment equipment, or any point 
where dust contaminated air is 
extracted from the process to 
atmosphere, with exhaust flow 

>100m
3
/min. (other than silo arrestment 

plant) 

No visible emission Operator observation 
Or 

Indicative monitoring 

At least daily 
Or 

Continuous 

2 Droplets, persistent mist 
and fume 

All emissions to air (except steam and 
condensed water vapour) 

No droplets, no persistent mist, no 
persistent fume 

Visual observations *On start-up, and on at least two 
more occasions during the working 

day* 
Only emissions to atmosphere are required to comply with the emission limit within this table. 

Notes: 
*All periodic monitoring results shall be checked by the Operator on receipt and sent to the Council (Regulator) within 8 weeks of the monitoring being undertaken.* 
a) The reference conditions for the limits I Table 1 are: 273.1K, 101.3kPa, without correction for water vapour content, unless stated otherwise 
b) All periodic monitoring shall be representative, and shall use standard methods. 
c) The emission limits do not apply during start-up and shut down. All emissions shall be kept to a minimum during typical operational periods 

http://www.chiltern.gov.uk/
http://www.southbucks.gov.uk/
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Appendix 2 – Site Map/Location reference – EPA34/18/VAR/P1 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

1. You should note that under Article 9 (4) of the IPPC Regulations, there is an implied duty on the 

operator to use BAT to prevent or reduce emissions that are not covered by specific permit conditions 

1–17. This is intended to cover the most detailed level of plant design and operation where, in 

particular, the operator will usually be in the best position to understand what pollution control means 

for an installation in practice.  

Regulation 3(1) defines BAT as ‘the most effective and advanced stage in the development of activities 

and their methods of operation which indicates the practical suitability of particular techniques for 

providing in principles the basis for emission limit value designed to prevent and, where that is not 

practicable, generally to reduce emissions and the impact of the environment as a whole’.  

The Local Authority Pollution Control is concerned with preventing, or where that is not practicable, 

reducing emissions into the air.  

2. This Permit is given in relation to the requirements of the Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999. 

It must not be taken to replace any responsibilities you may have under Workplace Health and Safety 

legislation. 

3. Advice on notification of changes to an installation, which may either be relevant or substantial, can 

be found in Chapter 24 of the General Guidance Manual on Policy and Procedures for A2 and B 

Installations.  Operators will be liable to enforcement action if they make a change without approval, 

which is such that either the process (as changed) is no longer, the process which is permitted or a 

condition of the permit is not being complied with as a result of the change being made. 

4. The process operator may retain non-current logbooks offsite, provided these are made available for 

inspection within one working day. 

5. All pollutant concentrations shall be expressed at standard conditions, 273.1k, 101.3kPa without 

correction for water vapour content. 

Appeals 

Types of appeal 

a) refusal or deemed refusal to grant a permit 

b) refusal of an application for a variation 

c)if the operator disagrees with the conditions imposed by the authority as a result of a permit 

application or an application for a variation notice 

d) refusal of an application to transfer a permit, or if the operator disagrees with the conditions 

imposed by the authority to take account of such transfer 

e) refusal of an application to surrender a permit, or if the operator disagrees with the 

conditions imposed by the authority to take account of such surrender 

f) the service of a variation notice (not following an application by the operator), a revocation notice, an 

enforcement notice, or a suspension notice on the operator. 

Appeals under point c)–e) in paragraph above do not stop the conditions coming into effect. Appeals 

against variation, enforcement and suspension notices do not stop the notices coming into effect. 

Appeals against revocation notices do suspend the operation of the notices coming into effect until 

the appeal is decided or withdrawn.  
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Anyone who is aggrieved by the conditions attached to a permit can appeal to the Secretary of State 

for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.  Appeals must be received by the Secretary of State no later 

than 6 months from the date of the permit or 2 months from the date of any Variation (the date on the 

bottom of the permit). 

Appeals should be received by the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.  The 

address is as follows: - 

The Planning Inspectorate 

Environmental Pollution Appeals 

Room 4/19 Temple Quay House 

2 The Square, Temple Quay 

BRISTOL 

BS1 6PN 

Tel: 0117 372 8812        Fax: 0117 372 6093 

The appeal must be in the form of a written notice or letter stating that the person wishes to appeal 

and listing the condition(s) which is/are being appealed against.  The following items must be 

included: 

(a) a statement of the grounds of appeal; 

(b) a copy of any relevant application; 

(c) a copy of any relevant permit; 

(d) a copy of any relevant correspondence between the person making the appeal ("the 

appellant") and the regulator; 

(e) a copy of any decision  or notice which is the subject matter of the appeal; and 

(f) a statement indicating whether the appellant wishes the appeal to be dealt with by written 

representations procedure or a hearing — a hearing must be held if either the appellant of enforcing 

authority requests this, or if the Planning Inspector or the Secretary of State decides to hold one.  

At the same time, the notice of appeal and documents (a) and (e) must be sent to the Council, and the 

person making the appeal should inform the Secretary of State that this has been done. 

Guidance on the appeal procedures is contained in " Secretary of State's Guidance — General 

Guidance Manual on Policy and Procedures for A2 and B installations "; April 2012 

Please Note 

On determination the Inspector or Secretary of State, if the case is recovered, can affirm or quash 

decisions, conditions and notices and can direct the local authority to grant and vary conditions of a 

permit. The Secretary of State can give directions as to the conditions to be attached to the permit. 

The Inspector can give directions on the Secretary of States behalf. 

Process Guidance 

This permit has been prepared with regard to the Secretary of State’s Guidance for Processes Blending, 

packing, loading, unloading and use of cement, Process Guidance Note 3/01(12). This is available, free 

of charge, via Defra at www.defra.gov.uk or printed copies are available from Defra publications by 

telephoning 08459 556000. 

Chiltern & South Bucks District Councils 

The Strategic Environment Team 

King George V House, King George V Road, Amersham. HP6 5AW 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/

